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IV. SYMBOL LIST

A cross·sect1onal areas, square inches

AB shee.r·carrying area, square inches

a.N,b”,cN coefficients of series for deflections
A,B arbitrary constants in differential equation for Y(y)

b flange halfwridth, inches

D —-—-E-E-———-, flexural stiffness of a plate, pounddnchesl2(l · aa)
E You¤g's modulus of elasticity, pounds per square inch

E total energy in a nondissipating system, inch-·pounds

G shear modulus of structural material, pounds per square inch

h beam depth, inches

I moment of inertia, (1nches)h

kg frequencyparameter,kg]:

rotary inertia parameter, il;

kg transverse shear parameter, —·E-I·?—-—Asszä
K2 shear lag parameter, E P-E

G 1

1 length of beam, inches

m mass density of beam material, pounds per cubic inch

t thickness of flange material, inches

T kinetic energy, :Lnch—·pound.s

u(x,y) shear lag deformation in flanges, inches

V potential energy, inch··pounds

w{x) beam bending deflection, inches
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§(x,y) relative flr nge bending deflection, mehes

x distance from end of beam, inches

y distance from web center line, inches
Y(Y) erbitrary shear lag Variation in the y direction

z distance from flange midplane, inches

7 shear angle of rotation

yxy shear strain in the flanges
5 calculus of variations operator

1+ 1+ 1+th Ieplacian operator, §;K++ äääägä + ääx
ex,6y strains in the flanges

n Poisson's ratio of the beam material
es circular frequency of vibration, radians/second -

sx,¤y stresses in the flanges, pounds/square inch

vxy shear stress in the flange, pounds/sqnare inch

o energy expression defined by equation (15)

#(x) transverse shear rotation of the beam

Ix evaluated at the limits of x

Subscripts

l referring to the web

2 referring to the flange

N referring to the Nth natural ode

H referring to the homegeneous solution

P referring to the particular solution

T referring to the total beam

max referring to the mximum value of a quantity

1
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V· INTRODUCTION

In most engineering design, where an answer is needed imediately

to a particular problem, little time is available for developing a

theory to fit the situation. Instesd, the practicing engineer is led

either to use the most elemntary solution to the problem at hand or

to estimate the effects of a more rigorous solution. Such has been

the case with been Vibration problems.

There have been a number of recent papers on the Vibration of

uniform beams nd box beams. (See refs. l · 6.) In these reports

and articles, two principal theories are given consideration. One o

these theories is the so·called elementary theory, while the other is

now termd the Timshenko theory.

In the case of elementary theory (refs. 1, 5, and 5) the cross

sections of the beam remain perpendicular to the neutral axis and deflect

an amount w. The deflection of the neutral axis is allowed to vary

along the length of the beam, thus at each cross section the neutral

axis has a slope of amount gg. This type of analysis yields a

fourth—order differential equation in w, without a second-order term.

In the case of Timoshenko theory (re£s.l, 2, 5, and 6), however, the

beam deflection is increased by allowing the beam to shear along its

length; that is, the cross sections of the beam are allowed to rotate

with respect to the neutral axis. Then the slope of each cross section

becoms gi — 7, where 7 is the transverse shear strain. Also the

sections of the been not only have a transverse inertia but they also

have an inertia of rotation. Te beam equation thus adds rotational

.....................................................................-----------J
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inertia terms and "transverse shear" terms. The differential equation

is still a fourth-order equation in w, but additional terms and second·

order terms appear. These terms only slightly complicate the solution

to the problem, since the equation does not change order.

In both of these theories, the flange of the beam has the same

motion as the top of the web and acts as a concentrated mass only. It

appears, however, that in a practical case the flange has motion relative

to the web and also can „ave motion within its plane. These effects can

be incorporated int- the equations with a corresponding increase in the

order of the equations and some difficulty in solution. The in·plane

motion of the flange is primarily a shear lag effect. That is, the

flange deflection in its plane in the longitudinal direction is the Y
A

same es the web where the flange and web join but farther out from

the weh the deflection tapers off or lage. This is due to the fact that

the web puts a shear loading at the center of the flange and at the free

edges of the flange the shear is zero. Therefore, this unbalance in

shear load causes a varying deflection across the flange. In som

specific instances, the effects of all these shear distortions can

change the frequency of any particular mode (even es low as the first

mode) by an appreciable amunt, and a ready reference including shear

distortions would be welcome. This thesis was written in order to

provide the practicing engineer with a ready reference from which he

may determine the frequency of vibration of his particular beam with a

minimum of time and effort on his part and still include shear effects.

For the simply·supported case, the tables may be used directly to

determine the frequency of the first three modes. This computation is
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Illustrated in an example case. For other boundary conditions,

deflections appropriate to those boundary conditions must be substituted

into the energy expressions and a variational procedure perfcrmed before

the frequencies can be obtained. This process is accelerated by

having the energy expression in terms of displacements as is given

herein. Also the effect of relative bending of the flange may be

investigated further by attempting various solutions of the equations

including this effect. The author would like to take this opportunity

to thank his faculty advisor, Professor F. J. Naher, for his help in

the preparation of this thesis. Not only did Professor Naher suggest

the problem, but he also aided immeasursbly in suggesting the mnner

of presentation and in clarifying several inadequacies of the original

versions.
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VI. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The investigation of shesr effects is a diffi ult problem to solve

in an exact manner without using Fourier series where, in the final

solution, a series of terms must be sumed or, even worse, a series

result that includes the frequency. This necessitates an iteretion

procedure, which is time consuming. This thesis derives the equations

of motion for a wide·flanged structure including the effects of "shear· ‘
lag”

deflection of the flanges, transverse shear deformation of the web,

end the longitudinal iaertia of the flanges. Also the equstion

incorporating the bending effect of the flanges is derived in an

appendix. In most cases the solution of these equations would often

necessitate approximnte means of solutions. However, the example shown

herein for simpLy·supported°boundary conditions is solved exactly and

a closed·form frequency equation determined. This reduces the problem

to a simple trial and error solution no more difficult than that fur a

simple beam. This one feature allows a much better evaluation of the

effects than had been previously available.
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VII. ASSUMPIONS

Since the principal effect being evaluated herein is the effect of

shear deformations, the deflections included mnst be at least all those

pertinent to shear. In figure 1 all the dimensions of the structure

are shown together with the displacements being considered.

In this investigation the thickness of the flanges is considered

small in cmparison to the depth of the structure, and thx. the stress

distribution across the flange thickness may be considered uniform.

This assumption is not a very serious restriction since in many cases

the depth of the beam is appreciable and the flange need not be

excessively thick in order to increase the moent of inertia to the

value required in any particular design. Also Hooke's law is assumed to

be valid as is generally the case in engineering structures. The entire

beam deflects an amount w but, due to the transverse shear freedom

allowed, the total rotation of the beam is now considered to be the sum

of two rotations, or

<1>
where gg is the slope of a cross section due to bending and 7 is the

shear angle of rotation. This shear angle is an additional freedom

beyond the elementary theory allowing the shearing of the beam along its

length.

Also in the flanges of this structure, a deflection u is allowed

in addition to the usual beam bending deflection. This additional

deflection is the shear lag deformation of the flanges. Since the

deflections of the flanges are considered small in relationship to the
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over·all dimensions of the beam, the displacemnt of the flanges

inward toward the web are neglected. This deflection is the usual

v displacement of plane elasticity or plate theory. Due to the shear

lag deformation u, the originally plane cross sections of the structure

do not remain plane but distort lengthwise along the beam. The warping

of the cross sections that might he caused by relative bending of the

flanges with respect to the web has been considered in derivation of

the equations but not in the numerical example for two reasons. One

reason is that the effect of shear deformation is the principal point

of interest and can be studied meh more effectively without the

encumbrance of an additional infinity of modes ad frequencies over

the double infinity already included. Also, this effect is an

essentially separate one and it can be investigated by itself to

ascertain an idea of its importance.
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VIII. ENERGY EXPRESSIOH8

To derive the differentiel equations an the associated boundary

conditions in general, an energy method will be employed for convenience.

It is known that in a conservative system the total energy E in constant er

BE ¤ O (2)

where 5 denotes the variational operation (ref. 7).

Now if we assume that a natural vibration is taking place in a

periodic fashion and, with no dissipative constrainws included, then in

terms of potential and kinetic energien we have

es ·· s(r.s. -+ ms.) =· 0 (5)

When the been reaches its extreme position all elements of the

beam reach their maximum amplitudes simultaneously and the energy becomes

all potential energy. Also, when the beam pesses the equilibrium position

during this vibration all elements have zero displacements or all the

energy is kinetic. Now since the total energy of the system is known to

be constant

zus. + 1c.n. »-= ié == cnnsmm, ¤ r.a.m = x.s.„m (1+)

All that needs to be found are the expressions for the maximum kinetic

and potential energien.

Due to bending of the web of the beam, the usual energy expressions

for the web including transverse shear appear as

IIIA1 ( Z , 2
T = ———· ‘ dx1 2 /0 (w)
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sz ‘a„»2 AG N a 2
vl¤.......!·./ dx+...§..../ ....Y...—Ä£;dx2

O dx 2 _ O dx

where dots denete differentietion with respect to time

m mass density of the beam material

A; area of the web

EI; bending stiffness of the web, and

ABG sheer stiffness of the web

When rotationel inertia is included, an energy term correspondiug

to the angular velocity of rotation of the web must be added. This

inertial effect appears as

- mgl —l _ 2T; = *5* [ (V) dx (6)

The above are the energy terms for the web portion of the beam.

For the flanges, both the longitudinal iuertial energy and the strain

energien are necessary. If the total deflection of a flange is Ä, then

the longitudinel inertia can be written

(u) äxäydz (7)
·b 02

where

t the thickness of the flange,

b the flange helf—width,

2

and the transverse inertia can be written in the usual form as
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d2 “ E$§‘„/dz (d)2 dx (8)d o

where A2 = the tote] area af the Flsegea;

The flange strain energy using Hooke's law can be written in a

general sense es an integral over one flange or

" (9)
where
Ex strain in the longitudinel direction in the flange

7xy the sheer strain in the flange

These strains can be expressed in terms of the displacements by the

relationships

Exand
rx}. == ä (10)

These expressions then totally define the energ es for this problem,

and the derivetion of the differential equations and boundary conditions

can be made from them. The changes in these flange energies due to

inclusion of relative flnge bending can be seen in appendix A.
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IX. DERIVATION OF THE DIFF}§„'REH’l‘IALEQUATIONSARD
BOUKDARY CONDITIONS

In the previous section, it was shown that the maximum kinetic and

potential energies in a nondissipstive system were equal, or in other pI
wgrdg the c:ompl:huent.a„ry energy approach states

“

Using the energy expressions from the preceding section, equatiou (ll)

can be written in terms of displacements as

**1 EI *1 Barg AG rz dw 2-5*1 ' G 2dx+-—-ll 6.x+& Q--) ax

• ••«-•
'

•• • *f' "2 _/O mx

»*" Em has 2 aG2" E · -«- G ' d dz
2

--,+2/ [»·„„„]*¤»<=·¤ <l2>
d „ 0

!„+b , b „ + äNon noting that
/

dy == 2 I dy end I dz = t and assuming n
•b J Q J ..

ä

periodic motion of the been which veries in time with a circular frequency

xn, this equstion becomes
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W EI 12 AG 2 ¤&A+A) ml„ ......¥ ...§... - T .. ......%,......2.. 2 2 .. ......l 2 x22 ww Qwydx

b TT 1 2 2,
T g2mtm Q1 Qäjdxdy 0

(15)
Equation (15) must have a stationary value tor am arbitrary small

variation of any of the three deformations u, w, or ny. Then we can

write the variation of the total energ expression eb es

6% = O (lk)

for arbitrary Bu, Bw, and B4;. These three variations will yield

three simultaneous differehtial equations in the three variables.

These equations can then be written

J A e m(A + A )s „ 1 2 Q-—--· 2 ·--· • Ö ·—-· ·· 2 -·--——-—-—-—·- 8 dx == O 12 "°"‘“ ‘2’

db fz 2zE(2)—--2-@6* +2tG(2)ia·Bö·ié‘1—·2mt¢;>2 (2)u·§»,yBudyd.x7 0 ,/0 ax 2 ax ax ay ay 2

=¤ O (16)

and

2 1
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1*·@-gäg-s(ä-2mwQ(rr--E1-ty)-i-‘ä6s]6s¤a;,··-0 (17)

Now since the processes of Variation and differentiation can be inter-

changed in the calculus ot Variations, and, by integrating the sbeve

expressions by parts as often as necessary, the differential eqnations

can be obtained. An example of this variational procedure (for the

first term in eq. (15)) follows:

JS S öx öx “’
0 dx dx

which is now of the form

fb Ib

j ¢d.I‘=•¢I‘l -/ 1*«1¢a a ·a

where
Bw

and
F ¤ öw

Thus our original integral becomes

1rlG—— · 8 - A G ~——
·

—— 5S jo (M2 axßwdx
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The first of these two terms appears as the boundary condition for w,

while the second term remains under the integral and eventually becomes

a part of the ßw dlfferential equation. Using this procedure all the

differential equations are

‘ 6% dt 2 (18-s)
· o

b 2 Z 2 2 2 XX Ö u h Ö B u 2 hl+tE< •---;)+*+1:6 +l#tm> (u•——tj]öudxdy==O
(19-a)

and
1.b 7. 2 2j'j'00 öxé 2 61:2 2

Z
EI1 gig- + ASG?-E -x) + mxlfßg t Gt dx ¤= O (20-a)

O 5x2 dx

with the associated houndary conditions appearing as

A(_G(-··· - t Bw == 0 (18-s)

QBwl+tG@öuI=G and NtE—·--2-9-xlöu, =O (19-b)By X ax 2 ax Xand
'

s b
0 (20-·b) XX - o x

1
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The boundary condition, eqoation (l8·b),corresponds either to

zero shearing force or zero deflection of the web; the boundary condition,

equation (l9•b), corresponds to either zero sheering stress or zero

deflection in the flange in either the x or y directions; and the

boundary condition, equation (20-b), corresponds either to zero bending

moment or else the total slope of the cross section is zero. The last

case could also be written that the bending slope of the beam equals

the shear slope. Since each integrand of these differential equations

is mnltiplied by an arbitrary Variation of the displaceent, the

equations can be identically satisfied when the integrands are zero.

Thus the differential egnations are

”2w de gAGQ
···-·-·+ A Ar =0 21$@-3-;;; dx ¤¤(1+ 2>¤> w ()

Z? 2,, " 2
9•;.!•§§—iä+—q-@•dß1—+;@);(u«E\9)¤0aß2dx‘? say? E 2

abd d ~
o 5x2

+ 2mthm2 §]dy = O (23)

These eqnations are the three simnltaneous partial integro-

differential eqnations that completely define the present problem. On

inspection it may be noted (for future reference) that s appears as

a derivative of odd order when w appears as an even order derivative

and w appears as an odd order derivative when u and s appear as

even order derivatives.
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The reduction of this theory to more elemntary theories can be

seen in several instances. If the flrmge ·si•:lth, h, becomes zero then

equations (21) and (25) reduce to

·· w == O (2*+)
dx dx

E11 9% + ASGC}! — wö + mIlw2 1: = O
dx dx

which are the equations for natural vibration of a uniform beam including

the effects of transverse shear and rotational inertia as determined hy

Timoshenko (ref. l). Also these identical equations appear when the

deflection u is set equal to zero, since u appears only in the

integral portion of the 1; equation and the condition that u vanish

identically demands that the integral vanish identically also.

When w and wg: are set equal to zero, equation (22) becomes

(25)ax2 öy2

and thus can be seen to be an analogy to the vibrational equation for

a thin membrane. (See ref. 8.) Therefore, all cases of simplification
‘ reduce to equations that are known to be correct within their own

assumptions.

The three equations (21), (22), and (25) also can be combined into

a single equation in u. From equation (21)

daß dass l¤(Al + A2)u.·»2 Ws “ se * ***1;** ‘2‘”
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Using this expression to define wir in terms of w alone, the remining

two equstions in u and w can be written

1+ 2 * 2 A b
2 ax ASG ax E ASG S ax E ax

m2
+ ···é···· U. dy *

Üand

1+ 2 1+a · A A a2« A A
dx ASG dx ASG

" + '*

OMultiplyingequation ) by -ä-§(I]_ + tbh2) and edding equation (28)
I

to it, the terms in w all drop out except one term, and the equation

becomes

4 b 2E(Il + Abu?) $+1 s aöu Am? 2tEh Öu
W “ •··"'•'• + "• ·•·••'•••"•'·*·' + ··•··•··' u •• ··-•··•··•·········•··•···········•··· ·····•·-v;-nöyzöx E ¤A2(Al+A2)ax‘

2::1,02 öu+ E S; dv (29)
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Upon Substitution of equation (2.9) into equation (27) the single

equation in 11 is obtained as

Üb 8711 1m12(A +A) mo 111112 8511
j ···I]_·-····· Il(--·~·--··-·%—-··-—··2·····•·--·-—· •tbh2·-·-——-·——-·——

6 6117 Aso E E bx?

G 8711 G weg (A1 + A2) MDE 8511
·· I +tbh2———-—··—r··-(I +tbh2)—-··-—·-··—·—-——-—-·--—·«1··——--··—··-—·--;·(1 E1 Ass Eöxöayé

2 81*11 r 1112 0.11* E(Ag_ + A2) IKD2···(I+tbh2)ED—- «•-'t'bh‘2-—·-·1··——·1.+--····--··-·-··-—-·-·— +—-—-(A ·•-A)1 E Ä}-E E2 Ass E 1 2

2 ’* 6511 o 2 A A 2
" A 85

- ;lE..E’.°..(Al.,A2) .....1+... ;‘f‘.’...(...Li...2l-(;l+1,1,y,2)i"E„i".$„l..i’.&.2.).
“

mso ax? 1: Aso se Ag ax 8y

E 111:112 (Al + Ap) mu 111.02 821.1 tbh2 1115 1116 (Al + Ag) 811
·* (11+tbh )············•···•·······••*•·••·!······•·········-?··l······Ass E *1 8x Ass 8x

2 1+ 5 6ma>(A+A) ma>(A+A)
+ --—---—}--—ä-—(1l+11>11’2)-----;-?-‘-—-—-:?‘— 11«1y==0 (50)

E ASG E2 Aso

However, owing to the high order of this equation, it appears impractical

to attack this equation directly. For this reason a return to the

previous energy expressions and differential equations will be employed

for the example to follow.

(

V i
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X. IllUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A. Assumed deflections

In order that an indication of the relative size of these effects

might be obtained, the equations of this thesis mst be solved for some

specific boundary conditions and comparisons must be made between the

resulting frequencies. As an example, the realistic case of a centrally

simply supported web was selected. Relative flange bending has been

neglected in this example for the sake of clarity. The boundary conditions

needed for this case are zero transverse deflections at the ends, zero

shearing stress in the flange at the ends, zero mment at the ends of

the beam, zero shear stress at the outer edges of the flanges, and finally

zero shear lag deflection at the center of the flanges. This last

condition of zero deflection is a consequence of the symmetry of the

section considered and also the fact that the u displaceent is the

additional deflection of shear lag over and above that of simple beam

bending.

Referring to the derived differential equations (21), (22), an (2}),

it can be seen that when w is found as an odd·order derivative, both u

and t appear as even·order derivatives in x and vice versa. Also

sms uns bmmy conditions (18—b), (19-b), and (20-b) 11; can be seen

that a series of sine functions for w and a series of cosine functions

for e and the x variation of u can be satisfactorily substituted

in the boundary conditions and satisfy them.

NN
N
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lThen a good choice for the deflections appears tobew

sin xy bu cos and u rNcosEN T
(51)

The boundary conditions on x are all satisfied, since

==O w==O for x=0 and x==2
and

2 dv ‘” b du ..E(Il+tbh for and x¤= 1

but
O

still remain to be satisfied.
These assumptions for w and Q: are the same functions that

appear as the exact solution for this problem while neglecting shear

lag effects. The assumed functions for the u displacements are

governed by the fact that in the x direction u must be of the same

character as v and opposite to w in regards to even or odd derivatives

but in the y direction the boundary conditions and differential

equation in Y;\;(y) must still be satisfied. The differential equation

in YN(y) can be found by substituting the assumed deflection for

nintoequation (22) together with the assumed deflection for wp,

whichyields
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626 Em>2 142:1 E¤bH1¤2m M26‘**ä+*"*""‘=;‘*‘(«”*******‘2;* (52)dy G E 1 G2cH E 7.

The homogeneous solution is

JE 1111:2 R21? JE(m>2 1·I2¤·2)
Y=Asi¤ ————-—··· ;»*+Bcos --—·-··~—····-;~·--—·~·H 6(12 Tr 6 6 lg °'

and the particular solution is

hby

sothat

Em>2 Ei‘2x~— +130 E11w·2 N2x_;Q—= ¤¤·-··-— sn------ y cs-···—-· y2) H P 2cR 6 E lg 6 E 12
(53)

with the bounclary conditions

'1'hus

B hbu d A htäm mm2 1=z2¤2b'Vé"°”or

vw) nimma 1§•«- «••·•¤••¤••••• ••••-•¤••••••-••¤•¤•¤•-•• •Y 2cN 6 E 12 6 E

12+cos-—·—--·-···-···——-·-- jkG(E 12 M ( )

\
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Thus a function for Y(y) has now been found to satisfy exactly the

y Variation of the u deflection.

B. Derivation of frequency equation

The deflections shown in the preceding section will now be comoined

with the differential equations (2l), (22), an (25) to yield the

frequency equation. These defleetions could he substituted into the

energy expressions and the energy wariation with respect to the

constants could be set equal to zero. This would determine a set of

three simltaneous homgeneous algebraic equations. The determinant

of these coefficients would be required to have a zero Value in order

that a nontrivial solution exist, and this determinant would yield the

frequency equation. However, it appears much more advantageous in this

case to substitute the deflection relationships into the derived

differential equations and solve the determinant equation from this

homogeneous set of equations. This method will be used here.

Substitution of the deflection relationships into equation (21)

yields the equation

ÄIASG bu sin =¤ Agksüagqsin2
Z 1 ZY

Upon equating the coefficients of similar terms on each side of this

equation it is seen that

ml + Alle
bu - -------------- l•.„ ¤ o (65)^¤°(y?°)
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How equation (22) has been satisfied exactly by the y variation of

the deflection u, so that it need not be rewritten again. Finally,

substitution of the deflection assumptions into equation (23) will

yield the final eqnation needed. Upon equating coefficients of similar

terms on each side of this equation it becomes

2 2 2 2

• 2 E! Y. .-5 ¤+ABG 1 ag O (56)

Thus equations (35) and (36) furnish two homogeneous equations in ay

and by which yield a frequency equation. How the term

ÜN { b
-- j Y>;(y)dy my be evaluated by direct integration to yieldbm o

E ma N2 az<=¤ *‘° hb t°°VE(E :2 Üb
*5**] Yw:(Y)dY“•"é***********—*****· l” ( ° EG-é .. 2<;?...·£)„G E 22

Then with the condition for a nontrivial solution it is seen that the
coefficients of ag and bu form a determinant whose value is zero.
The frequency equation then becomes
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2 2 2 ASG + TT(11 + ¤:>1T~’·’)TT2
2 2

2 2 2 2-2.12. T,,%.;1!...1I...-T,„T1,,,,·’@ .......£’.....‘?.......}.........-1 ,,,0
2 I26

E 22

Now it my be seen that the moment of inertie. of the fibange (I2) can

be approximated very closely by

212 ==· A62 == 2(2¤t)(-E) = mm2

Upon introduction of certain parameters, the frequency equation can

then be written

2 T] 2 2 2
12 2I2 ·=2 · ITIS IT T T2 T2

(62)
where

A ,,,,,2 1+
kä ¤ -•-•-•-•E-•

EIT

2 * @2 I ···¤2‘"I<I 2 AT:
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kä¤AEcE2B

G12

with AT ¤ Al + A2 and IT ¤ Il + I2. A discussion of these peramters
and their significance will he given in the following section.

If Timoshenko's bea equation is written in terms of these sam

paremeters, the frequency equetion is seen to be the somewhat similar

equation

<> 2 kä (*8*
H 1 -1:BkS

and in the case of elemntary theory the frequency can be written

h L N2 12 E
käe ¤ N x or (59)

C. Definition of parameters

In the preceding section the frequency equation for a simply supported

been was derived and expressed in terms of four parameters. These

paraneters ere
kg:-.•...•.-.-.•.•.-•...•-Ä

I
B EIT

i
2 r 2 e“¤"(·z) “·1·"s »^*1‘
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The parameter RB can be easily recognized as the frequency parameter

since it alone contains the circular frequency· an The parameter RRI

gives a measure of the resistance of the beam to rotation and is defined

as the rotary inertia parameter. It may be noted that this paramter

varies directly as the radius of gyration. The araeter RS varies

inversely as the shear stiffness ASG, and is thus defined as the

shear stiffness prameter. This inverse relationship means that the

larger the shear stiffness of a beam the smaller is the effect of

transverse shear distortion. The last parameter is the parameter K

which is directly proportional to the aspect ratio of a half·

flange. It is this parameter that introduces the effect of shear lag.

The introduction of shear lag can have a marked effect on the higher modes.

D. Discussion of results
The two frequency equations (eqs. (57) and (58) were solved for

the frequency parameter, RB, over a wide range of values of the

paramters ks, kai, and R. The values of RB thus obtained are shown

A in table 1 for the three lowest medes of a heam. The frequencies are I
seen to be reduced by as much es 6 percent by the combined effect of I
shear lag, rotary inertia, and transverse shear as in the third mode.

The effect of shear lag alone is seen to be over B5 Percent in one instance. I

I
I I
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TABLE 1.- RATI0 or Tzusußuxn Ann EXACT FREQUEHCIES

TO ELMEHTARY FREOuENc1E8

kB;;}\\ 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.50

== 0 N == 1 (Timoshenko frequency)

0 1.0000 0.9879 0.95üO 0.90h6 0.8168 0.7861 0.7277
.05 .9879 .9765 .9111 .8972 .8hlh .7827 .7252
.10 .95ÄO .91uh .9170 .8757 .8257 .7717 .7176
.15 .90#6 .2372 .8757 .8k2h .8005 .7555 .70Ä9
.20 .8h68 . 51h .8257 .8005 .7675 .7289 .6872
.25 .786u .7827 .7717 .7555 .7289 .6988 .6618
.50 .7277 .7252 .7176 .70ü9 .6872 .6688 .6582

== 0.10 H == 1 (Exact frequency)

0 0-9856 0.9758 0.9111 0.8959 0.8580 0.779h 0.7221
.05 .9T#2 -965% .9526 .8862 .8552 -7758 .7197
.10 .9Ä2T .9550 .9067 .8666 .8180 .7655 .7125
.15 .8958 .8886 .8675 .85h9 .7958 .7178 .7002
.20 .8108 .8550 .8196 .79ÄY .7622 .72Äl .6850
.25 .7820 .7785 .7675

-7“95
.72ÄB .6950 .6612

.50 .72Ä7 .7222 .7lh6 .7019 „68h2 .6618 .6551
5 0.20 N 5 1 (Exact frequency)

0 0.9hTY 0.9571 0.9085 0.8655 0.81¤5 0.7602 0.7068
.05 .9581 .9285 .907 .8591 .8096 .7570 .70h5
.10 .911ü .9029 .8786 .8Äll .7966 .7ü77 .6979
.15 .8711 .8605 .8kM6 .8lül .775Ä .7520 .6869
.20 .8225 .8175 .8021 .778h .7#69 .7105 .6715
.25 .7691 .7656 .75Ä6 .7570 .7150 .6811 .6550
-50 -7156 -7151 -7059 -6957 .6786 .6555 .6275

85 5 0.50 N 5 1 (Exact frequency)

0 0.8962 0.8875 0.8627 0.8256 0.7809 0.7528 0.6816
.05 .8890 .8806 .8567 .8208 .7775 .7502 .6828
.10 .8681 .8606 .8592 .8066 .766h .7222 .6770
.15 .8558 .8296 .8116 .7858 .71+86 .7089 .6671
.20 .7950 .7902 .7760 .7557 .72üß .6905 .658
.25 .7k92 .7156 .7551 .7180 .6950 .6672 .6562
.50 .7017 .6991 .6916 .6790 .6617 .6üOl .6lkÖ

N 5 1 1:38 5 9.870
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TABLE 1.· RATI0 or T1MOSHENx¤ AED ExAcT FREQUEHCIES

TO FREQUENCIES · Coutiuueö.

ks
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.50

K = O N =·-·- 2 (Timosheuko frequency)

0 1.0000 O•95ÄO 0.8¤68 0.7277 0,6227 0.5570 o.M686
.05 .95ÄO .9170 .8257 .7176 •§l8O .56nß .u675
.10 .8h68 .8257 .7675 .§872 .6055 .5277 .Ä659
.15 .7277 .1176 .6872 „o582 .5771 .5117 „Ä57Ä
.20 .6227 .6180 .6055 .57YN .5398 .#9Ä2 .hh67
.25 .5570 .s;h8.5277.;0

.b86 .1675 .1082
K === 0.10 N ¤ 2 (Exact frequency)

0 0.9177 0.9085 0.81u; 0.7068 0.609u 0.523ä O.Ä629
.05 .9115 .8786 .7966 .6979 .6051 .526; •h6l8
.10 .8222 .8021 .7u70 .6712 .5918 .5198 .a58h
.15 .7158 .7057 .675u .6269 .5685 .5077 .Ä522
.20 .6171 .6125 .597Ä .5711 .5556 .h886 .ü#22
.25 .55uh .5521 .§2ü8 .5llk „ä90ß .h616 .Ä269
.50 .h675 .1661 .Ä62h .u556 .1056

K ¤ 0.20 N = 2 (Exact frequency)

0 O•8äl9 0.8159 O„7#Ä2 0.6595 0.5785 0.5018 0.§h88
.05 .8205 .7957 .7521 .655 „5ZÄ9 .5060 .4äTQ
.10 .7622 .7kk8 .6978 .6550 .56k; .5ooh .uhu9
.15 ,6852 .6752 .6ük2 .5992 .5¤53 .#902 .u59¤
.20 .6008 .5957 .5802 .5555.5168.25

.5265 .5258 .5159 .5017 .u80o •#5lO .hl7§
.50 .k652 .h579 .h5o5 .1587 .M215 .5986

K = 0.50 H == 2 (Exact frequency)

0 O„Yh§6 0.7260 0.6752 0.6101 0.5hÄl O•h8M2 O•h§25
.05 .7525 .7lü} .6670 .6051 .5Äl} .1826 .h51n
.10 .6917 .6807 .éh28 .5899 .5526 .ÄTTT .h286
.15 ,659h .6ßo; .60ko .56uu .5172 •k689 .h2;6-20 -67% -570*7 *55*9 -5289 @#6 #561+ $158
.25 .5150 .5102 .5016 .h865 .u6u5 .u565 .hohu
.50 .1+561 .1+5% .*+501 .1+1+20 Ä292 .1+115 . 588ß+

N ¤ 2 xße = 59.üYS
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1.- RATIO OF TIMSHENKO AND EXACT Fäßqumucxßs

TO ELEMENTARI FBEQUENCIES — Coucluded

ks ,. - 1,..0 0.06 0.10 0.19 0.20 0.26 0.60

K == O N == 3 (Timosheuko frequency)

0 1.0000 0.9111 0.7hlÖ 0.6962 0.Ä8§Ö 0.h0hn 0.6u67
.06 .9111 .8616 .7186 .6866 .h82O .#O5l .6u66

6 .10 .7hlé .7186 .6620 .6601 .u726 .6996 .6u66
.15 •5932 -5855 -5001-5158.20•h856 .äö20 .h726 .h66u .M2l5 .6786 .66u6
.26 .6996 .6919 .6786 .6661 .32ÄO
-60 .6Möö .6606 .36u6 .52äO .5068

K ··~= 0.10 N == 5 (Exact frequexzcy)

0 0.8966 0.8266 0.68ÄÖ 0.6662 0.0666 0.6866 0.6290
.06 .866 .7868 .667h .5ü91 .Ä5Ä2 .6826 .6286
.10 .7017 .6790 .61h8 .6286 .hh66 .6799 .6271
.16 .6086 .6611 .6666 •hö9§ .ü606 .6760 .62hn
.20 .üb56 .k628 .u666 .u6u6 .MO27 .6011 .6186
.26 .6896 .688h .68#7 .6776 .6666 .6üO6 .6101
-60 .6629 .552Ä .6608 .6276 .6219 .6117 .29ÄÖ

K == 0.20 N = 5 (Exact frequency)

0 0.7hjÖ 0.7066 0.6100 0.6162 0.n626 0.6688 0.5190
.06 .7162 .6811 .6988 .608h .u602 .6679 .6191
. 10 . 6691+ . 0191 . 66uJ+ . *+929 . 1+266 . 6660 . 6177
.16 .5659 .6666 .686 .u6h0 .h106 .6692 .6160
.20 .n660 .u628 .hÄ20 .Ä2lO .6886 .§M9l .6106
.26 .6866 .68¤6 .6800 .5TlÄ .6660 .6621 .602h
.60 .6611 .6606 .6287 .6261 .6180 .5071 .287h

K =¤ OÖ0 N == 5 (Exact frequency)

0 0.6ÄäU 0.6172 0.6612 0.u766 O.L097 0.66u6 0.5101
.06 .6266 .6426 .6566 .6096
.10 .6770 .6606 .6109 .ß595 .üOl5 .6606 .6081
.16 .6100 .6016 .h768 .¤661 .6899 .6hh9 .6062
.20 .uu0u .k666 .Ä2Äj .ü025 .5716 .6660 .6006
.26 .6787 .6771 .6719 .6618 •5ßh9 .6210 •2Q52
.60 .6280 .6276 .52Öl .6207 .6129 .6002 .2017

N ¤ 6 2Be = 88.826
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The shear lag effect increases with increased flange width but this

shear lag effect also decreases with increase in either the transverse

shear parameter or the rotary inertia parameter. To afford the reader

an idea of the relative importance of these parameters, a plot of

table 1 would be more useful. Figure 2 shows the variation of the

frequency ratio gg; (exact frequency Q elementary frequency)

with ks for various values of KRI and K for the three lowest
modes. Thus, given a particular beam, these curves can be used to

obtain the frequency ratio for any exact values of kg and kRI

for each of four values of K. Then a simple plot of frequency ratio

versus K can be ade to obtain the exact value of K for the

particular problem. As an example of this procedure, the frequency

of the first mode of vibration for a lkWF87 beam will be computed.

In this case let

Z 110 inches

E 50 X 106 lb/sq in.

G 12 X 106 lb/sq in.

r 6.15 inches

b 7.25 inches

1.1.966.9AS

0.k20 X lk ¤ 5.88 inchesg

Row the values of the parameters in this case can be calculated

1: ·= —‘ä\/gt = —”{-ig?\/-ä-;9 =· 0.101+2
V
\
V
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Figure 2.- Variations of the frequency ratio.
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am = =0.0559and

ka · = OM
Now from figure 2 the following results can be obtained directly.

xa ==· 1 xs =· 0.18l+ am = 0.056 1: · 0 gg- == 0.858

= .10
E

= .81+8
¤ .20 = .825

= .50 = .791

These values can be plotted as shown in figure 5 and the lowest

frequency in this case is 8ä.B percent of elementary frequency. It

can be seen that the effect of shear lag in this particular case is

approximately 1.0 percent. The frequencies for the second and third

modes (similarly determined) are shown to be reduced to 65.2 percent

and h8.l percent, respectively, with shear lag accounting for 1.5 per-

cent and 5.0 percent, respectively.

Thus it appears that upon checking many commercially available

wide·flange sections the effects of shear lag are relatively negligible.

However, in cases where a very wide-flanged structure is specifically

designed for a particular application, the effects of shear lag may

become significantly important especially in those situations where

the transverse shear effects are relatively smll. Also, for higher

mdes shear lag becomes increasingly important.
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Figure 5.- Frequency determination for illustrative example.
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XI.CONCIUBIONSThe

effect of shear lag has been included in the equations for a

vibrating beam. The significance of the effect has been determined for

a wide range of parametc·s and a particular illustration of the use of

these equations has been given.

In addition to the shear lag effect, the influences of transverse

shear and rotary inertia have also been investigated. Consequently, the

information available herein will permit a designer to include all such

effects on frequencies within the range of parameters investigated. The

large frequency reductions found indicate that these effects must be

included for reasonable results.

In addition to the simply supported bcam problem.actually solved

in closed form, it should be pointed out that solutions for beams with

other types of supports may be obtained from the basic energy equations

developed herein. The problem of relative flange bending can also be

attached (at least approxiately) by employing either the energy

eqations or a direct attack on the differential equations using

approximate boundary conditions.
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XIII. APPRNDIX A 1
RELATIVE FLANGE BENDING

The investigation of the hending of the flanges relative to the

web is an important point to consider when a structure tith exceptionally

wide flanges is vibrating. Assuming E is the additional defleetion

in the flange due to its bending, it can be seen thet the energies for

the web will remain the same. However, the flange energies become

b _; T. 23 - 25 Öu h Ö1}: w Bw .T··„=2?m‘b ’ 1 ------— + —- T--eand
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Substitution of these quantities into the above energy expressious amounts

1
to adding the following integral to the original energy expressions.
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It can be seen that, after using the variational procedure, the onlylb :217
change in the previous equations is the addition of j lrmt dy

e
to the Tai equation. All other equations and boundary conditions

remin the same. By applying the variational procedure and integrating

by parts an equatlon in G and the appropriate boundary conditions

for Ä are obtained. This equation is

6**—; + „ 6**5 + 6**; +
m@*’——;

+ 62Ü
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with the boundary conditions
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Inspection of the G equaticn shows it tc be the sam form as the

~equation of forced vibration of a plate, ana the boundary conditions

are those appropriate to plate theory. Thus the effect of relative

flange bending appears only as a plate equeticn with mass coupling

between the relative flange bending {G) and the beam deflection (w).

The inclusion of this single effect then completes the picture of

structural vibration of wide·flanged structures. It appears rise to

note that in the case of the illustrative example herein, the
_

equation becomes the forced vibration of a cantilever·free—free plate.

An exact analytical solution for this problem is not available at

present.
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EFFECTS OF SHEAR DEFORHATIONS ON THE VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES

OF WIDE—FLANGED STRUCTURES

by
Deene J. Weiden

ABSTRACT

The·well~known Timoshenko beam equations (which include transverse

shear defcrmation and rotary inertia effects) are extended for a wide-

flanged structure to include the additional shear lag deformation of the

flanges; thus, cross·sections of the beam ae allowed to distort instead

of remaining plane sections. The effect of relative flange bending

(bending of the flanges relative to the web) is also included and the

integro—difTerentia1 equatids appropriate to the problem are drived.

The frequency equation is given in closed fbrm (neglecting the relative

flange bending) and solutions for various values of the nondimensional

parsmeters are given. A reduction of the elementary frequency by as much

es ao percent in the first mode is shown.
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